Nyaradzo
Gone Digital
Sahwi

Your New Chatbot Assistant

Nyaradzo Self Service
Portal

It is our proudest moment to introduce
our new virtual assistant Sahwi, on the
Nyaradzo Group Facebook page.
Sahwi, is there to provide additional
convenience to our clients and
assist them.
Sahwi is a customer service bot that
uses artificial intelligence to provide
you with added convenience during
all your interactions with us.
She can assist you with:
Ÿ Nyaradzo Life Assurance products including

Diaspora packages
Accessing your policy
Applying for a policy
Information needed in the event of a claim
Payment platforms ( Ecocash Biller Code
17246, OneMoney Biller Code 11111 and
selected OK Shops across the country)
Ÿ Our branches in Zimbabwe and abroad
Ÿ Our contact details

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

To start chatting with Sahwi, simply click the
SEND MESSAGE icon on the Nyaradzo Group
Facebook Page.

https://www.facebook.com/nyaradzogroup/

We are also excited to inform you that we have
launched our self-service portal on the Nyaradzo
Group website that will allow you to access your
policy information at your convenience.
The self-service portal will allow policyholders to
do the following:
View policy details
Edit contact details
View payment history and balance due
Make payments using mobile money
platforms
Ÿ Access a catalogue of Nyaradzo Life
Assurance Company products
Ÿ Get a quote on the different policy types and
apply online

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

To access the portal, click the “Login” button on
the top right corner of the Nyaradzo Group
website or use the following URL:

https://selfservice.nyaradzo.co.zw/
Find the latest news on our website www.nyaradzo.co.zw or
contact us on our Nyaradzo Group Facebook Page or on
Whatsapp +263772-232065
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The world is now
in the palm of
our hands, lets
embrace it!
Dear members
Greetings esteemed members!
I feel greatly honoured to be serving you as the President of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ). I thank you for trusting me with
such a role, during such unprecedented times.
Duduzile K. Shinya (ICAZ President)

M

y presidential year began in the
most unusual of ways, in “the
Cloud”. Who would have thought?
Having our first ICAZ Virtual Winter School
and talking about Rescoping – seeing the
world differently! This is a clear reflection of
a year of awakening, drastic change, discomfort, adaptability and growth. I am proud
to say that not only has ICAZ been able to
quickly adapt to the new way of life brought
about by the novel coronavirus, we have also
been able to identify and embrace the opportunities it has brought about.
The Winter School, an ICAZ tradition for almost 100 years, was successfully delivered online. We were not deterred by Covid-19 from
conducting this century old tradition. The
best part about hosting a virtual winter school
is that for the first time our non-resident
members were involved and fully engaged, no
matter what time zone they were in. This is the
first time ICAZ provided a platform for all to
equally participate … while our carbon footprint was also greatly reduced.
In line with this year’s theme “Rescoping Seeing the world differently!” My desire is to
prepare ICAZ, its members and stakeholders
for the next normal, by embracing the future
now. The inaugural virtual winter school was
a good start to get the wheels in motion, now
with my 2020 to 2021 Presidium and Council
we need to re-engage meaningfully, lead by
example not only in our profession but in the
wider digital sphere. We need to expand our
collaborations and partnerships with others.
Having moved on to the virtual platform,
the world is now literally in the palm of our
hands, let’s embrace it. Let’s take ICAZ to new
heights.

www.icaz.org.zw |

Now more than ever has it become important for the Institute to be agile, resilient and
relevant to its members and stakeholders. It is
important for ICAZ to be able to lead the profession and its members with speed and agility. Even more important for ICAZ is to evolve
with the changing world in order to continue
to have relevance to stakeholders, not only in
business but in the community and society.
We need to engage more, and engage in different ways to what we had been accustomed
to in the past. Engage in a meaningful manner,
engage in order to influence, engage our stakeholders for the benefit of our members.
No company was safe from the coronavirus, we have seen large organisations “seeing
fire”…so to speak. The largest disrupters of
note were themselves disrupted for example
Uber, and Airbnb. The coronavirus came and
created havoc and levelled the playing field or
decimated a lot of thriving businesses. Now is
the time to take stock, consolidate and, like
the legendary phoenix, rise from the ashes.
I intend, with your support to bring the Chartered Accountants closer so that we can better collaborate and make better use of our
total mental capacity, to not only resolve challenges, but to dream for our future and that of
those who will come after us. We will achieve
this through embracing and using technology
daily to achieve this common goal. I intend,
with your support to bring about greater
“coopertition”, that buzz word that means
we need to look beyond ourselves and even
to our competitors to develop and project a
future that will work for global success rather
than individual or company success.

I would like to confirm that the ICAZ strategy
during my tenure will be redefined to make
it relevant to the new next normal. We will
endeavour to deliver the visions proposed by
members and various stakeholders through
surveys and campaigns such as: technological
advancement, re-engagement, our increased
input to improve social profits, Innovation,
digital collaboration, and creativity.
My dear members, may we chart the murky
waters of this new era created by a global disruption. Let us work together to improve our
footprint as a profession in shaping our economic environment, improving engagement
with our stakeholders, particularly those
that share a similar vision of improving the
business and operating environment. We will
persist in developing those following in our
footsteps to join our profession and lead the
accounting profession with pride, yet humility
always putting ahead of us Honesty, Responsibility, Integrity, and Accountability.
Let me end by encouraging members to continue to enhance your skills and capabilities,
this has become a fundamental requirement
to remain competent and relevant in today’s
volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous
(VUCA) environment.
Wishing you all a safe, enjoyable and refreshing festive season! Best wishes for a healthy
and rewarding 2021!
Duduzile K. Shinya
ICAZ President
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Maiden IPSAS
certificate class
graduates
“As the first accountant general of Zimbabwe,
I really appreciate why it is necessary for us to
have this certification,”

T

HE Institute of Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ)
last month graduated 123 public servants from the debut class of its
International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) proficiency certification programme.
Zimbabwe is targeting to fully implement IPSAS by 2025, after adopting
them in 2018, and ICAZ is aiding the
transition by providing the certificate
course.
The institute is also at advanced
stages of introducing a public sector
qualification, which it says “will be
based on practical training and professional education”.
“As an institute, we are proud to
be playing a key role in the enhancement of public finance management
in Zimbabwe,” Bothwell Nyajeka, the
chairman of ICAZ’s public sector task
force said at the graduation ceremony,
which was held during the institute’s
virtual public sector convention.
“The task force has undertaken a
number of initiatives in this regard,
which can be summed up in two
broad categories – developing a channel for knowledge sharing and continuous professional development for the
public sector financial management
personnel; and introducing an ICAZ
public sector qualification to drive
public sector professionalisation”.
Since the launch of the IPSAS
proficiency certificate programme in
May 2019, ICAZ has enrolled over 300
students from the public sector, with
153 seating for examinations and 123
passing.
In his presentation during the same
www.icaz.org.zw |

ceremony, Finance minister Mthuli
Ncube said government’s commitment to the migration from rule-based
accounting to the principle-based
IPSAS framework represents a fundamental change in the handling and
reporting of public finance management.
“This journey demands a competent and a skilful workforce that can
meet the mounting and dynamic challenges. This necessitates the strengthening of the capacity of the public
sector through acquisition of skills,”
Ncube said.
“The drive to strengthen the capacity of public sector accountancy
professionals in Zimbabwe adds to a
series of public financial management
reforms being undertaken by the government that delivers high quality,
prudential, crime-free and good conduct regulating environment.
“ICAZ is a professional accountancy organisation known worldwide for
its quality consciousness. We are confident that the qualifications acquired
by the graduating group matches the
standard of knowledge and skills required by the public sector competency frame-work, which was designed by
the PAAB,” he added.
The minister said, 15 entities, including ministries and statutory bodies
as well as local authorities, will present
their 2021 accrual-based IPSAS dryrun to the Auditor-general for review,
as part of a pilot implementation strategy.
The rest of the parastatals, local
authorities and statutory bodies will
present the 2022 accounts, while central government and rural authorities

will present their dry-run accounts in 2023.
“This intervention will assist in enhancing transparency and accountability in the public sector and at the same time ensuring the quality
reports, recognized worldwide a produced,” the minister said.
Veteran public servant, Michael Ndudzo, who came out of retirement
to consult on the country’s adoption of IPSAS, was the top student.
“As the first accountant general of Zimbabwe, I really appreciate why
it is necessary for us to have this certification,” Ndudzo said during the
graduation ceremony.
“We used to have a cash accounting system, its advantage was that it
was simple, and so it was not considered worthwhile to change at that
time, but this meant a lot depended on our integrity.
“We thought the accruals system, used in the private sector, would
be too complicated. However, due to the nature of the use of the reports
on public finance management, we cannot afford to produce accounts
that are inaccurate, incomplete and that do not inspire confidence in
users”.
He said IPSAS promises to bring Zimbabwe’s public sector up to a
world-class standard of reporting.
“This will help us with engagement with the rest of the world, as we
will be assessed for our ability to receive funding, we need to be able to
show to all those users of information, or those potential lenders that
we are worth supporting. And there is no other way other than being
able to present our accounts in a format and a manner that is complete,
accurate, relevant and comparable”.
On its part, ICAZ says it believes the adoption of the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) will be a “game changer”. Central government had been using the cash accounting system, a
method of recording accounting transactions for revenue and expenses
only when the corresponding cash is received or payments are made.
The implication has been that key transactions entered into but not settled in cash are excluded from the financial reports for example receivables and liabilities.
These balances not being reported on are very important for decision making and for users to ascertain the financial position or health,
in particular funders. A typical case in point is the Mozambique government case where international funders halted financial assistance to
the country after they discovered that it had not disclosed debts of over
US$ 1 billion.
Zimbabwe’s central government, urban and rural authorities spend
large sums of public funds on a range of services, meaning a stronger
accounting system in the public sector will help government meet tax
payers’ demands for transparency and accountability. Fixing Zimbabwe’s
public sector is key because a strong accountancy backbone is crucial to
the health of Zimbabwe’s economy. Some parastatals and other state institutions had moved away from cash basis of accounting to the accruals
basis under IFRS.
“While this was noble, the IFRS based reporting framework is better
suited for entities with a profit motive as opposed to those entities operating based on a specific mandate as is the case in the public sector
where service provision is the key mandate for most,” Macdonald Chitauro, the technical manager at ICAZ said in a recent note.
“In-order to come up with a consolidated public sector position,
there was need for a uniform framework of accounting so that a consolidated financial position for the whole public sector can be achieved.
IPSAS adoption will assist in this regard,” Chitauro said.
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‘New normal
demands evolution’
D

UDUZILE Shinya, the Institute of Chartered Accountant of Zimbabwe’s
(ICAZ) newly-elected President says the sudden disruptions caused by
the covid-19 pandemic, require evolution on the part of management
professionals in general, and CAs in particular.
So intense are the disruptions, that many have made peace with the reality
that the world may never return to its pre-pandemic state, and have geared for
a “new normal”.
In her inauguration speech during the institute’s first-ever virtual winter
school in August, Shinya said now more than ever, it has become important for
the institute to be agile, resilient and relevant to its members and stakeholders.
“It is important for ICAZ to be able to lead the profession and its members
with speed and agility. Even more important for ICAZ is to evolve with the changing world in order to continue to have relevance to stakeholders, not only in business but in the community and society,” she said adding that management professionals need to engage more, and engage in different ways to what has been
done in the past.
“Engage in a meaningful manner, engage in order to influence, to engage our
stakeholders, more than to our members as one speaker emphasised yesterday.
“No company is safe from the novel coronavirus, we have seen large organisations ‘seeing fire’… so to speak. The largest disrupters of note were themselves
disrupted, for example Uber, and Airbnb,” she said.
She was elected at the institute‘s annual general meeting, which along with
the rest of the 2020 winter school programme, was held virtually due to the
deadly coronavirus pandemic that has restricted physical meetings globaly.
Tumai Mafunga, a partner at Deloitte, was elected the senior vice president
while the junior vice president is now Davison Charamba, the finance director at
RPC Data of Botswana.
Shinya takes over from Fungai Kuipa, a partner at EY who stepped down after
completing his tenure.
Before her election, Shinya was previously senior vice president and a member of the ICAZ since 2006.
Having served the profession for more than 20 years, Shinya becomes the
third female president in ICAZ’s 102 years history.
In 2009, Emelia Chisango, the Econet Wireless Zimbabwe finance director,
became ICAZ’s first female president while Gloria Zvaravanhu, the current ICAZ
chief executive officer was the president in 2016/17.
www.icaz.org.zw |

“No company is safe from the novel coronavirus,
we have seen large organisations ‘seeing fire’…
so to speak. The largest disrupters of note were
themselves disrupted, for example Uber, and
Airbnb,”
Shinya holds a Bachelor in Accounting Science Honours degree from the University of South Africa (UNISA) as well as a Master’s in Business Leadership from
the UNISA Graduate School of Business Leadership.
Before her current role at Medical Investments Limited—whose flagship
brand is The Avenues Clinic—Shinya was the chief financial officer at Amalgamated Brands, the investment holding Company for Cairns Holdings, Lobels’
Bread, Cailogistics and Cailo Marketing Services.
Prior to that, she was the finance director at Schweppes Holdings Africa Limited.
With finance leadership and experience spanning over two decades and
grooming at PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), where she spent over 11 years,
Shinya brings discipline, diligence, focus and integrity into the accounting field.
She now has more than five years’ experience as a Council member of ICAZ
and has served on the Audit and Finance Committee as well as the Accounting
Practices Committee.
Shinya is the chairperson of the Women Chartered Accountants’ Network
and chairperson of the Pathways Committee. She is a member of the Public Accountants’ and Auditors’ Board Accounting Standards Committee. She is also a
member of the Strategy Committee of the International Federation of Women
Accountants.
She currently sits on the Board of the Zimbabwe International Trade Fair and
was instrumental in the setting up and implementation of the Montagu Clinic Covid-19 Relief Trust, set up to manage and treat people diagnosed with the
deadly virus.
Shinya has served on the CBZ Bank Board as an independent non-executive
director and she has also sat on various boards including Old Mutual, Schweppes
Zimbabwe Limited and ZINWA.
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Governance
issues spoil
Africa’s
public sector
P

OOR governance and corruption have
continued to plague Africa’s public sector due to weak structures and a lack of
political will to deal with the problem, the 2020
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ) public sector convention heard last
month.
This comes as Zimbabwe has been struggling
to decisively deal with the corruption scourge,
amid revelations by the Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Commission (Zacc) that it had early this
year identified assets worth over US$7 billion
stashed outside Zimbabwe.
Daniel Domelevo, the Auditor-general in
Ghana told the virtual conference that protecting the public purse and ensuring equitable distribution of wealth to citizens, has been difficult
in Africa because of corruption and greed.
“Public resources are like a fat cow that
should be shared equally among all citizens, but
unfortunately the public servants, who are the
stewards, tend to consume a greater portion. As
the saying goes, ‘it storms at the top, but it drizzles at the bottom’. In several countries in Africa,
it doesn’t even drizzle at the bottom, nothing
gets there, leaving people in extreme poverty,”
Domelevo said.
His country, like many African countries, has
been struggling with corruption for a long time.
The overthrow of the first president in 1966,
Kwame Nkrumah, was justified by the allegation
that the government was corrupt. Thereafter,
unfortunately, each and every government, military and civilian, has been blamed of the same
corruption.
Domelevo said there are jubilations and celebrations when people are appointed into public
offices In Ghana.
“The celebration is usually because their time
has come to loot the public purse and rape the
treasury,” he said, adding that “appointments in
Africa are usually not competence based, and
because of this, we may score a goal or two in
www.icaz.org.zw |

the fight against corruption, but we should not
expect to win”.
He said there is a need to keep a close eye on
corporate governance and corruption in public sector as they will continue to impede the
smooth functioning of the sector.
“We are not in short supply of legislation and
policies to deal with corruption, but what is lacking is political will. Instead of fighting corruption,
we continue to pretend to fight corruption.
“We can only ensure that public funds are
safe when we have effective and efficient public finance management systems in place. However, this is not a logical outcome of procuring
the most expensive IT infrastructure. If that were
the case, Ghana would be among the best examples of good public financial management in the
world. These things are necessary, but the most
important ingredient that we are lacking in the
region are enforcement and discipline.
“Without an effective and efficient system,
the horses will never be found in the stables,”
Domelevo said.
It also comes as African governments have
been challenged to implement comprehensive policies to combat illicit financial flows, as
figures from the United Nations show that the
continent is losing at least $50 billion through
illicit financial outflows every year, money which
could be used to reduce poverty and improve
infrastructure.
And in Zimbabwe, with concerns of anti-graft
bodies’ failure to deal with corruption, it also
emerged in a 2019 Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU) report that Zimbabwe was continuously
losing millions of dollars through illicit financial
flows, with US$1 billion per year estimated to
have been laundered between 2014 and 2018.
Last year, Zimbabwe scored a lowly 24 points
out of 100 on Transparency International’s Corruption Index.
John Makamure, Zacc’s spokesperson concurred with Domelevo saying the major obstacle

to poverty alleviation in Africa has been poor
governance, “which includes not only corruption, but also poor performance of government
officials in their management of government resources”.
The poor management of government resources translates directly into poor public service delivery implementation and thus obviously
undermines poverty alleviation policies. As such,
Makamure said Zacc’s quest is to see good governance across the board.
He lauded the development of a national anti-corruption strategy, which was launched by
Zimbabwe President, Emmerson Mnangagwa on
July 11, 2020, saying the strategy has strengthened collaboration and coordination.
“Zacc can only fight graft with the collaboration and the coordination of various stakeholders,” he said.
He said the strategy fully complies with
the dictates of the United Nations convention
against corruption that requires member states
to develop, implement or maintain effective coordinated anti-corruption policies to promote
the participation of society and reflect the principles of the rule of law, proper management of
the public affairs and public property, integrity,
transparency and accountability.
Makamure said the national strategy was developed through a highly consultative process
and has six objectives including; “supporting
citizen empowerment and education, recovering
assets and proceeds from corruption, as well as
increasing political parties’ transparency and political will to fight corruption”.
Makaamure also revealed that Zacc is pushing for legislation changes that would allow it
to keep 15 percent of the crime proceeds that it
recovers.
Finance minister Mthuli Ncube recently conceded that the country’s crime-busting agencies
– including Zacc – are under-resourced.
“Funding is a challenge and the commission
has continued to engage treasury for increased
funding… but there is no way in this difficult economic environment that the government will be
able to adequately resource the commission and
other agencies involved in the fight against corruption,” Makamure said, adding that “we have
proposed as a commission that when we recover
assets, we retain 15 percent of what is recovered
so that we can financially resource the commission”.
He said Zacc made the proposal in an Anti-Corruption Commission Lay Bill that was submitted to the Attorney general’s office earlier this
year.
“We still need more accountants and auditors
and other skilled personnel to join our team, and
they will need to be paid,” he said.
Zacc says it has made more than 40 applications of asset forfeiture involving US$100 million
worth of assets that it has seized since its commissioning in July 2019.
“Thanks to the enactment of the Money
Laundering and Proceeds of Crime amendment
Act of 2019, which empowers the ceasing of un-
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Governance issues spoil Africa’s public sector...contd

explained wealth. It has made it easier for the
commission to work with its partners, the National Prosecuting Authority and the Zimbabwe
Revenue Authority to trace and recover assets”.
“While we are happy with the progress, there
is still need for us to strengthen the asset recovery unit, and that is being done, we are hiring
more staff, training and retraining,” Makamure
said.
Meanwhile, treasury has affirmed its support
for Zacc and other anti-graft bodies.
“While relevant institutions are making some
strides in fighting corruption, their capacity is
limited by lack of sufficient financial and human
resources,” Ncube said in his 2021 pre-budget
strategy paper, adding that the budget should
seek to capacitate the relevant institutions, “including exploring innovative financing to ensure
that corruption is nipped in the bud”.
The minister said dealing with corruption
challenges and enforcement of the rule of law
was important in preserving and improving the
country’s business climate.
“Corruption is a structural obstacle to development progress as it adversely impacts the
availability, quality and accessibility of goods and
services for the most vulnerable.
“It also undermines the functioning and legitimacy of institutions, processes and the rule of

law, in the end seriously impacting the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals,” Ncube
said.
On his part, Willard Manungo, the secretary
for state enterprises reform and corporate governance unit in the office of the president and
cabinet in Zimbabwe, said for there to be an effective corporate governance framework to deal
with corruption, “there is need for the public
sector to provide adequate signalling to all the
potential culprits”.
“The signalling is reflected in the standards
that we adopt, in our procedures and the extent
to which we able to domesticate the international standards.
“The other thing is that we need to ensure
that there is capacity to detect corruption. These
naturally include the reporting requirements,”
Manungo said.
He pointed out that deterrence is also key,
saying there is need for penalties that have an
effect of deterring corruption
“Talk of surcharges, fines and custodial penalties, all are pertinent”.
“We also need institutions that are strong
enough to ensure enforcement of the government’s structures and processes,” he said.
Anti-graft bodies in Zimbabwe mainly rely

ICAZ wins African
Excellence Award

T

he Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ) was this month
named among the winners for this
year’s MEA Markets (MEA) magazine
African Excellence Business Awards.
The institute was honoured as
‘Leaders in Accountant Professional
Development & Training 2020 – Zimbabwe’.
As the second largest continent in
the world, Africa is home to a plethora of businesses and organisations
that contribute to their respective
countries’ economic growth. As
businesses and industries continue
to thrive within the continent, MEA
says it is looking to continue to support those entities by showcasing the
“best of the best” from a variety of
industries.
“This year, more than any other,
it has been easy to ignore the everyday successes in favour of the overwhelming uncertainty. Yet, there are
stories deserving of celebrating all
www.icaz.org.zw |

over the world. Countries, continents
and regions who are quietly persevering, and even thriving where others
are seeing difficulty,” MEA said in a
statement.
“The continent of Africa is one
of those places that has – seemingly
without fanfare and against expectation- seen extraordinary success.”
While the magazine has, for the
last four years at least, endeavoured
to recognise businesses across Africa
for their entrepreneurial spirit, this
year’s programme hits a little differently.
“African businesses, so long defined by innovation and adaptation,
are using the skills
at their disposal to
generate growth.
“As such, the
2020 programme
remains a steadfast
reminder of the
brilliance of African

on two pieces of legislation – the Public Entities
and Corporate Governance Act of June 2018 and
Public Procurement and Disposal of Public Assets Act.
Manungo said the enactment of the former
has improved the legal and governance system
in fighting corruption in the public sector.
“It has provisions which promote disclosure,
transparency,” he said.
“The framework on the side of corporate governance legislation to address corruption is now
in place, but this only the beginning… we now
need to ensure that we take advantage of that
legislation. On that front, we welcome the participation of media in whatever format, even social media, to raise awareness around any abuses,” he said, adding that it is the government’s
hope that “there will be conceited efforts from
all stakeholders in fighting corruption”.
He said even the current legislation in the
country seeks to address governance issues,
“there is still need to improve the governance
framework, supported by continuous and appropriate review of the legal framework”.
“The issue of penalties has been missing in
this respect, and it is something that government is working on to ensure that there are specific penalties that apply in cases of violation of
any of the provisions of the law,” Manungo said.

business,” it said.
On her part, awards coordinator Laura Hunter took a moment to comment
on the success of the winners: “This has
been a year to remember for a variety
of reasons. Yet, all of those recognised
in this programme have thrived
where so many would have failed. I
am very proud of all of you and I wish you the very
best of luck for the year ahead.”
Once MEA receives a nomination for the award,
the nominated organisation will be added to a shortlist and given the opportunity to provide supporting
evidence via a tailor-made questionnaire.
After the deadline for the award entry passes,
MEA’s in-house research team will conduct research
into the nominees from what they find in the public domain, such as review sites, social media and among other online sources. They then pass a case file onto the judging panel who
will determine the winners.
“Being named as a 2020 winner shows you are one of the best in what you
do,” MEA said.
Published quarterly, MEA says it endeavours to provide readers with the
latest business and investment news across the Middle East and Africa regions.
More information is available at https://www.mea-markets.com/winners/
the-institute-of-chartered-accountants-of-zimbabwe/
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The need for
professional and
academic public sector
accounting training
According to the April 2020 International Monetary Fund Fiscal Monitor,
expenditure by governments in advanced economies represent around 40
percent of gross domestic product. Also, from an employment perspective,
government entities and their public enterprises are often by far the
largest employer.

T

he unprecedented policy measures taken by
governments around the world during the
Covid-19 pandemic further underline the importance of public sector entities in society and the
economy. In this realm, public sector accounting plays
a crucial role in ensuring accountability, transparency,
and trust. In addition, when it comes to reforms in
the public sector, the recent examples of Greece and
Portugal have shown the relevance of public sector accounting for the success of those reforms.
Finally, when it comes to the digitalisation of public administrations, robust accrual-based accounting
systems are key for the realisation of digitalised public
services.
Public sector accounting is underplayed—both
academically and professionally
Despite this pivotal role of public sector accounting
for an economy, it appears that compared to private
sector accounting, public sector accounting is underplayed—from both an academic and a professional
perspective. The role of higher education institutions
is to equip students with the skills necessary not only
to enter the profession but also to respond to environmental, economic, and societal challenges. And the
role of professional accountancy organizations (PAOs)
is to develop the profession as a whole—in the private
sector but also the public sector.
Recent studies and academic literature show that
in many countries universities and other higher education, institutions do not pay sufficient attention to
education in public sector accounting, while private
sector accounting—such as courses on International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)—are prioritized.
Furthermore, initial research indicates that the public
sector accounting certificates offered by PAOs are not
always recognized by government entities when promoting staff or determining salaries.
High demand for public sector accountants in
the future
The International Public Sector Financial Accountability Index: 2018 Status Report indicates that the
number of governments reporting on an accrual basis
of accounting will increase significantly from 25 percent in 2018 to 65 percent in 2023. Of the 98 governments predicted to be reporting on accrual by 2023, 72
percent will apply the International Public Sector Ac-

counting Standards (IPSAS). This will increase the demand for public sector accountants and, consequently,
quality education in public sector accounting, including IPSAS, by higher education institutions and PAOs.
Public sector accounting is a discipline in its
own right
In her 2013 article, Does public services accounting
belong in the curriculum?, Carolyn Cordery concluded
that: “Despite the size of the public services sector and
its importance, New Zealand’s universities teach very
little public services content, as IFRS appear to have
squeezed this out. There is a lack of resources to inform
the teaching of public services, and the profession appears to perceive public services as ‘alternative’ and
‘non-traditional’ so that the sector is not prioritised.”
This statement is true for many countries.
Although there are many similarities between public and private sector accounting, there is a sufficient
number of significant differences that justifies public
sector accounting being a discipline in its own right.
In the public sector, non-exchange transactions are
dominant, whereas in the private sector there are either
no (e.g., levying of taxes) or only a few [e.g., transfers
(grants) or donations] equivalent transactions. For
many government entities taxation and transfers
are their main sources of revenue and exchange
transactions, such as the sale of goods or services, are
of minor importance.
Most jurisdictions have a constitutional requirement for preparing and making publicly available
a budget approved by the legislature. The approved
budget is often the basis for determining taxation
levels. Under IPSAS, government entities are required
to present a comparison of budget and actual amounts
in their financial statements. Reporting against the
approved budget is commonly the mechanism for
demonstrating compliance with legal requirements
relating to public finances. Although private sector
entities also prepare budgets, their budgets are
rarely made public or used in as a mechanism for
accountability in a similar manner.
The approach to going concern is different. History
has shown that, despite severe financial difficulties
and default on sovereign debt obligations, nation
states continue to exist. In the private sector, however,
when businesses face higher business and credit risk,

their fulfilment of the going-concern
premise may be threatened.
In the public sector, the primary objective for holding assets is their ability
to support service delivery rather than
their ability to generate cash flows.
Consequently, different measurement
approaches are applied to such assets
(e.g., depreciated replacement cost
for the impairment of property, plant,
and equipment or fair value at the
date of acquisition in the case of nonexchange transactions).
Alongside their financial statements, government entities produce finance statistics about the
general government sector for
macroeconomic purposes. Although
complementary to some extent,
differences between government
finance statistics and public sector
accounting can be observed. Private
sector entities are not required to produce finance statistics in a way comparable to government entities.
Furthermore, public sector entities have a regulatory role to safeguard the public interest in accordance
with specific public policy objectives,
whereas such role is much less
pronounced for private sector entities.
These unique characteristics of
the public sector are the foundations
of the International Public Sector Accounting Standards Board’s conceptual framework for general purpose
financial reporting by public sector
entities and—at the same time—they
legitimize public sector accounting being a discipline in its own right.
IPSAS Implementation in Zimbabwe
The Government of Zimbabwe
formally adopted and launched the
International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) implementation
plan on the 3rd of April 2019, to move
from the cash basis of accounting to
accrual basis of accounting in alignment with International best practice.
IPSAS will be implemented in central
government, local authorities and selected parastatals. The deadline set
by Treasury for full implementation is
2026.
To aid in the implementation efforts, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ) has
established on a number of initiatives:
The ICAZ Certificate in IPSAS
The course is designed to assist
practitioners to obtain a basic and proficient understanding of the financial
reporting requirements in the public
sector using IPSAS. This will go a long
way in capacitating accounting practitioners in the public sector with the
...contd to page 25
| www.icaz.org.zw
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Communication to
members:
Developments on
published CPI indices
T

he Zimbabwe statistical office announced in August 2020 that commencing from June 2020 they are now publishing blended inflation
and Consumer Price Index (CPI). This entails the blending of the
inflation for prices that are quoted in US dollars (US$) and inflation
for prices quoted in ZWL. This follows the promulgation of Statutory instrument 185 of 2020 which allowed entities to quote and sell goods and
services in both US$ and ZWL.
They will however continue to publish the ZWL CPI alongside the
blended CPI.

“A blended inflation index is not
appropriate in the preparation of inflation adjusted
financial statements as the
financials are prepared in a
particular functional currency (either ZWL or USD) and
not reported in a blended currency...”

www.icaz.org.zw |

EFFECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENTS ON FINANCIAL REPORTING
FUNCTIONAL CURRENCY
Statutory Instrument 185 of 2020 permitted companies to charge for
their goods and services in US$ and ZWL. Entities that see an increase in
US$ transactions over ZWL transactions will need to do an assessment of
whether their functional currency has changed from ZWL to US$ in accordance with International Accounting Standard(“IAS”) 21 The effects of
changes in foreign exchange rates.
INFLATION ADJUSTING FINANCIALS
Selection and use of the general price index in the restatement of financial statements in accordance with IAS 29 requires the use of a general price
index that reflects changes in general purchasing power. In Zimbabwe, the
currency which was assessed to be in hyperinflation is the ZWL. Entities
that still use the ZWL as the functional currency should continue to use
the ZWL CPI and not a blended CPI in the preparation of Inflation adjusted
financials.
A blended inflation index is not appropriate in the preparation of inflation adjusted financial statements as the financials are prepared in a
particular functional currency (either ZWL or USD) and not reported in
a blended currency. Similarly, any inflation index should also be specific to
the reporting currency.
Therefore, those entities whose functional currency is ZWL should continue preparing hyperinflation accounts using the ZWL CPI.
For more information and clarifications on the above , please contact the ICAZ technical desk on technical@icaz.org.zw
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Seeing
opportunities
Africa’s a continent of contrasts, unique challenges and amazing opportunities.
Succeeding here depends on having a deep understanding of local issues, a global
perspective, and the ability to use these to build tailored solutions. We’ve been doing
business in Zimbabwe for almost 80 years, and our diverse teams of multi-skilled
and experienced professionals are working with our clients to add value to their
businesses.
It’s what we do.
At PwC Zimbabwe we see opportunities
where others see challenges.
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Building No. 4,
Arundel Office Park, Norfolk Road, Mount Pleasant
P O Box 453, Harare, Zimbabwe
T: +263 (242) 338362-8 F | F: +263 (242) 338395
www.pwc.com
©2020 PwC. All rights
reserved. (20-26007)
| www.icaz.org.zw
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Four accounting topics
everyone’s talking about
by Modern Mutumwa
t has been a challenging year
for accountants and auditors.
Significant changes that have
been on the horizon for several
years were finally incorporated into
year-end financial reports. Then the
pandemic swept across the globe.
1. Implementation of major
accounting updates
Private
companies
were
required for the first time to apply
the new revenue recognition
standard to their calendar year
end December 31, 2019 financial
statements. Although the required
effective date was subsequently
delayed in some jurisdictions
by one additional year due to
the pandemic, many companies
continued to cope with the
challenges of implementation in
2020 while having their audits
performed. A second major
standard, new lease accounting,
was also required for public

I

companies
and
companies
reporting under IFRS. In addition,
most public companies also had
to cope with adoption of a new
credit loss standard for their first
quarterly reports in 2020.
Implementing
these
new
standards has impacted the
timing of recognition for revenues,
certain expenses, and the amounts
of assets and liabilities raising
challenges
in
understanding
the impacts on the results of
business and potentially affecting
compliance with debt covenants
and other contracts. Accounting
processes, internal controls and
other reporting functions have all
needed adjusting.
2. Impairment
The economic decline caused
by the Covid-19 pandemic has
raised many questions about the
fair value of variety of assets held
in a broad range of industries and
companies. For some businesses

The MyICAZ app is live in both stores now.

MyICAZ
Application

T

he Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Zimbabwe (ICAZ) is very excited to
announce the release of a brand new
application for members, built and optimised to
have better access to the Institute!

www.icaz.org.zw |

With this resource, the mobile app will provide
users with the ability to:
• View and edit your profile
• Full access to event resources
• View, update and send notes on your
event sessions
• Browse speaker information
• Check out exhibitors (partners/sponsors)
and the exhibit hall floor plan
• Connect with other app users with the
in-app messaging system
• Set reminders for events and receive alerts

•

Connect through:

ICAZ Members are encouraged to
access this applicarion. Your login
details are the same as for your
membership database otherwise
Contact: itsupport@icaz.org.zw

and industries this has been
demonstrated by decline in public
share prices.
This market movement, along
with the impact on future cash
flows, and the resulting effect on
other fair value indicators will create
many questions about what may
constitute a triggering event for
organizations to determine whether
to test their assets for impairment
purposes.
For those organizations with
material amounts of goodwill,
indefinite
lived
intangibles,
amortizable intangibles or fixed
assets, the analysis should begin
with evaluating if a triggering event
has occurred that will require a
detailed impairment analysis.
The accounting guidance does
not provide a bright line definition
for what constitutes a triggering
event, which is due to the significant
differences in the nature of assets
and the differences in what may
affect their valuation. Rather,
organisations should evaluate the
facts and circumstances that may
indicate an asset’s fair value is less
than its carrying value.
3. Going Concern
The material uncertainties
created by the pandemic and recent
events may cast doubt about an
organization’s ability to continue
operating as a going concern and will
need to be considered for accounting
purposes prior to issuing financial
statements. However, given the time
and speed of changes, entities will
likely struggle to understand and
evaluate the potential impacts on
their financial reporting. In order
to prepare an analysis of the ability
to continue as a going concern,

an entity needs to understand its
operating environment at the date
the financial statements are issued.
The pandemic affects industries
very differently. In some cases, an
organization may have continued
to operate and may have even seen
an increase in customer demand,
which is the case with online
retailers, food delivery services, and
agricultural products. Surges in
demand, however, have come with
their own potentially financially
damaging consequences, namely
supply and personnel shortages. The
travel bans and stay-at-home orders
have led to supply chain disruptions
worldwide.
4. Currency issues
For the Zimbabwean economy,
the issue of currency has been
topical for some time now. Since
the introduction of the Zimbabwe
Dollar in 2019, the dollar has lost
value significantly against other
currencies and mainly the US$
as many transactions tend to be
pegged at the US$. What brings a
headache to accountants is that
for part of the year the Zimbabwe
dollar has been the sole currency.
Of recent there has been statutory
instrument 185 of 2020 which
calls for dual pricing of goods and
services. This means that IAS 21:
The effects of foreign exchange rates;
comes into play halfway during the
year.
Coupled with IAS 29, there
is IAS 29: Financial reporting in
Hyperinflationary
Economies.
The Zimbabwean economy was
designated as hyperinflationary
for entities reporting on or after
July 2019. Due to the continued
deteriorating
value
of
the
Zimbabwean dollar, prices of basic
commodities and services continue
to skyrocket eroding the purchasing
power of the local currency, which
is the reporting currency of many
companies.
Modern Mutumwa is a CA(Z) and
a Managing Partner at Kreston
Zimbabwe. He writes in his own
capacity.
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The paint that
re-imagines
luxury
14 Burnley Road, Workington, Harare, Zimbabwe
Astra Paints Plascon Zimbabwe
For more information get in touch with us on
+263 (242) 753 808-16 (Harare) and +263 (29) 463793-6 (Bulawayo)

A part of KANSAI PAINT

Tumai Mafunga
Senior Vice President

Duduzile Shinya
President

Davison Charamba
Junior Vice President

Example is not the main thing in influencing others.
It is the only thing.
Albert Schweitzer

Congratulations to the 2020 ICAZ presidium.
The Partnership and Staff of Deloitte wish you a term filled with success.

© 2020. Deloitte & Touche. All rights reserved.
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It can only help to have a
chartered accountant on
board
“People know chartered accountants and understand their status. It is a tick in the box, gives us more clout and
helps get potential clients through the door. It has definitely made a difference...”

N

eil Wattam is a co-founder of
Wattam Kirby Mee. He says that
launching a business at any time
– let alone during a pandemic –
can only be enhanced by having a chartered
accountant on board.
Wattam Kirby Mee is a financial planning
and investment management firm in the United
Kingdom. The advantage of one of its founding
members being a chartered accountant is
not lost on the team or its clients – but these
advantages are not just specific to financial
services or Europe, they apply across all sorts of
sectors globally.
Wattam, his brother Ben and the rest of
the founding team, Adrian Mee and Tim Kirby,
had been planning their big move away from
the corporate world and towards a startup for
several years. Launching their boutique advisory
firm in April 2020 was the plan, and in spite of
the virus, that is exactly what they did.
They had all previously been successful in
their corporate roles and eventually found
themselves in a position where they could leave
corporate life and set up on their own. “Not
everyone can make the leap,” concedes Wattam.
“The others saw having a chartered
accountant on the team as definitely adding
depth. All of them had had interaction with
accountants and were keen to have one on
board,” he adds.
Wattam is insistent that the key to starting
up – and in particular starting up a financial
services enterprise – is financial planning. This
is very much his bag. “We all knew the numbers
were sound,” he says. “It was particularly helpful
having a chartered accountant on the team to
be able to produce financial plans across from
the outset.”
Of course, this being a financial services
operation, meant that the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) required these plans across
www.icaz.org.zw |

three years anyway, so Wattam’s involvement
have also been digital.
was a boon from the compliance point of view.
At the heart of the business continues to
“The FCA was receptive to the team given
be financial planning. “We conduct monthly
our complementary skillsets,” says Wattam. “In
reviews,” says Wattam. “And we maintain that
fact, I was the outsider given that I did not have
three-year plan. I like to keep everyone on their
a financial planning background.”
toes and keep them informed.”
Once planning turned to the reality of
He also keeps tabs on spending. “That’s all
getting the business off the ground, Wattam
on me. I’m the information provider and the
assumed a quasi-finance director role. “I keep
gatekeeper. But we’re all financial people so we
the ship steady,” says Wattam. “Chartered
all want the same thing,” he says.
accountants are methodical. We like processes
“The trick is to bring the numbers to life. To
and we follow them.”
make them visual. And to keep it interesting.”
He adds: “People know chartered
- icaew.com
accountants and
understand their status.
It is a tick in the box,
gives us more clout
and helps get potential
clients through the door.
It has definitely made a
difference.”
Wattam Kirby Mee
has been trading for
just over two months.
The business ethos is all
We regret to inform you of the passing of the following ICAZ
about treating clients as
members:
individuals and helping
• Mnashe Mabeza passed away in Redcliff on Sunday 9th
them achieve what
August 2020. Mnashe qualified as a Chartered Accountant with
they are seeking by
Deloitte & Touche in 1985 and was a member of ICAZ since
helping them develop
February 1986.
a roadmap. “People are
• Edmore Augustine Mugwagwa Ndudzo who passed away
receptive to help and
in Harare at the age of 65. He qualified as a Chartered Accountinformation, not to
ant with Deloitte Haskins & Sells in September 1982 and has
being told what to do.
been an ICAZ member ever since.
We try to get people
• Vimbai Florence Bundu Kamara nee Chaneta who passed
thinking,” he says.
away on 12 October 2020. Vimbai qualified as a Chartered
Perhaps the biggest
Accountant with Tractive Power Holdings Limited in November
impact of the virus has
2004 and was a member of ICAZ since June 2006. At the time of
been that marketing
her death Vimbai was resident in Jersey, Channel Islands.
has been digital and not
May their dear souls rest in peace.
face-to-face, while client
meetings and signatures

Death Notices:
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The rebranding of MJV Chartered
Accountants to Kreston Zimbabwe is now
complete.
Kreston is a global network of
independent accounting firms. The
network is home to more than 23,000
dedicated professionals in over 110
countries worldwide.

Block A, Ground Floor
Smatsatsa Office Park
Borrowdale,
Harare
Tel +263 242
746569/783
Email:
Info@krestonzim.com
Website:
www.krestonzim.com

AUDIT•TAX •ACCOUNTING •ADVISORY
| www.icaz.org.zw
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REBRANDING TO RECONNECT

1942
O.K.
WHERE THE NATION SHOPS

1989

1994

2020

s
SHOP AT OK WHERE THE NATION SHOPS AND SAVES

SHOP AT OK WHERE THE NATION SHOPS AND SAVES

1984

2012

2020

OK

2011

2020
Everything you want, for less.

Everything you want

The key to successful marketing, customer loyalty and satisfaction is to fully understand
your customers’ desires, aspirations and needs and to ensure that your Brands evolve
accordingly to deliver a Brand Promise that is meaningful, unique and compelling.
As we strive to keep up with your sophisticated desires, aspirations and needs, we are
embarking on a new journey which will see us through this new decade and beyond.
With our refreshed Brand Promises, we invite you to walk this road with us as we bring
the messages to life in all our stores.
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RESET REVITALIZE REFRESH
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REBRANDING TO RECONNECT
Great Savings, More Smiles is a promise of great
value all round! With affordable prices and
friendly staff on hand to assist, our customers will
inevitably leave our stores with cheerful smiles on
their faces. Save on money and Save on time with
our range of affordable products and services
carefully selected for their convenience.
Live Well Everyday is the brand’s lifestyle mantra!
This is a promise to all our customers, that our
quality product offering and instore experience,
supports their everyday wellness. Living well is
about having a sound and balanced Mind, Body
and Soul. Bon Marche proudly takes the lead in
encouraging our customers to make positive
choices everyday.

Everything you want, for less.

Everything you want, for less. We believe that
our customers want diversity and abundance.
Hence, we promise to provide a unique
one-stop shopping experience to them; offering
a competitively priced wide product range,
delivered with the quality service they have
come to know and love.

“Successful companies need to continuously pay attention to the brand promises to
their customers in order to remain meaningful, unique and compelling.”
– Mr Alex Siyavora, OK Zimbabwe Limited CEO

RESET REVITALIZE REFRESH
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INTRODUCING BCTA

Bridging course to the Certiﬁcate in Theory of Accounting (BCTA) is a new course oﬀering from CAA, which is intended for
business professionals who want to qualify as Chartered Accountants but do not meet the ZCTA entry requirements. After
successful completion of the BCTA program, applicants will be eligible to apply for the ZCTA program which is a pathway into
the prestigious Chartered Accountants profession.
The following applicants will be eligible to apply:
¦ Holders of the following ;
± A Bachelors degree in accounting that was acquired more than 3 years ago,
± A Non-Accounting Bachelors degree from the Faculty of Commerce, eg Bachelor of Commerce degree majoring in

Banking and Finance, Marketing, Business Management, Economics etc
The qualiﬁcation process for these applicants will be:

BCTA

1

CTA

2

ITC &
APC

How to apply
Visit caa website caa.ac.zw, click on 'apply for BCTA' to
complete your application. Application period closes on 30
November 2020.

Exam centers
3

Chartered
Accountant

4

Mutare, Harare, Bulawayo, Chiredzi, Gweru, Zvishavane
and Vic Falls.
Course starts February 2021

The beneﬁts of enrolling for BCTA with CAA include
¦ The program opens up a wide range of career opportunities
¦ The BCTA program will be presented by highly experienced lecturers who are qualiﬁed chartered

ICAZ accredited institution

accountants

¦ You will have exposure to continuously developing technologies, which include QuickBooks and

Robotics Process Automation (RPA)

2nd Floor, Strachans Building, 66 Nelson Mandela Ave, Harare
+263 (0242) 702532-5
+263 86 4412 1786
+263 86 4414 6073
+263 78 2 277 124

IFRS
Competence Learning Solutions

Learning on the go

International
Financial
Reporting
Standards

New Standards
Implementation
Ÿ Complex Transactions
Advisory
Ÿ Financial Statements Review
Ÿ Trainings
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Accredited Training Oﬃce Support
Competence Framework Support
Ÿ EdgeOnline system
www.competencelearning.co.zw

200 Uppereast Road, Mt Pleasant, Harare
marketing@tas.co.zw 0242-335365-7
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CAW launches logo for
members to promote
the value of the
profession globally
•

Global accountancy body announces
logo exclusively for members
•
Logo builds international recognition
for the chartered accountant qualification
•
Individual members can use the logo to
demonstrate they are part of a global
network
Chartered Accountants Worldwide (CAW)
has a network member logo that recognises
and promotes a global family of Chartered
Accountants.
Exclusively available to over 750,000 qualified chartered accountants who are members
of one or more of the 14 institutes which form
Chartered Accountants Worldwide, the new
network member logo can be used in email
signatures, letterheads and stationery, as well as
on websites and social media.

By displaying the logo, individual members
can show they are part of a global network of
qualified professionals who share common values and a commitment to the highest technical
and ethical standard.
The logo creates international recognition
for the quality of the chartered accountancy
profession, ensuring that chartered accountants’ qualifications stand out in an increasingly
competitive market. Research has highlighted
that businesses welcome the logo as a way to
identify top performers who are both part of
a global network and who possess the skills
needed in their local market.
Michael Izza, CEO of ICAEW and Chairman
of Chartered Accountants Worldwide, welcomed the news. “The Chartered Accountants
Worldwide network member logo allows all
chartered accountants who are part of the CAW
family to promote the value of their chartered

Services On Offer
Accounting and Bookkeeping Services.

Internal Audit Services.
External Audit Services.

Forensic Auditing.

Judicial Management.
Liquidations.

Sequestrations.

Corporate Finance & Advisory Services.
Financial Management Training.
Company Secretarial Services

accountancy qualification and demonstrate
that they are part of a substantial international
network. The chartered accountancy network
spans the globe with 750,000 members in over
190 countries, it’s an opportunity to show that
you are not only strong locally but connected
globally,” he said.
The network member logo is currently available for qualified chartered accountants who
are members of the following institutes (ICAZ,
ICAEW, ICAS, CAI, SAICA, ISCA, CA ANZ, IAI,
CA Sri Lanka, ICAB, ICAN, ICAM, ZiCA).
Chartered Accountants Worldwide plays
an important role in protecting, promoting
and developing the Chartered Accountancy
brand and profession. At the heart of CAW is
the desire for all Chartered Accountants to be
recognised as trust leaders in business, finance
and accountancy around the world.
To find out more about the CAW network
member logo, please visit www.charteredaccountantsworldwide.com/network-member.
Connect your world download the CAW
Network Member Logo.

For More Information Contact Us:
22 Lomagundi Road
Avondale, Harare
Tel: (242) 332817/8
Cell: Christopher Maswi +263 773 801 957
Email: fvalue12@gmail.com
Christophermaswi12@gmail.com
Christophermaswi@fvalue.co.zw

“The Professionals Who Care”
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ICAZ 2020 Virtual Winter School
Theme: Re-scoping: Seeing the world differently!
Session 3: Re-positioning the profession

Top L-R: Amanda Digne-Malcolm, Director of Practice, Chartered Accountants
Worldwide (CAW), Gloria Zvaravanhu ICAZ CEO, Alan Johnson, IFAC Deputy
President.
Bottom: Mandi Olivier, Senior Executive: Professional Development (PreQualification), SAICA

Special Session: Fireside Chat With Dr. James Manyika

Top L-R: Dr James Manyika, Chairman and Director McKinsey Global Institute and
Senior Partner. Interviewer: Rufaro Maunze, ICAZ member

Session 5: The Professional Sacreds. What remains constant amidst the change?

Top L-R: Nqobile Munzara, Corporate lawyer and governance specialist
Moderator: Jonas Jonga, ICAZ Member, Loreen Makwanya, past President Actuarial Society of Zimbabwe
Bottom L-R: Duduzile Shinya, ICAZ Senior Vice President, Patrick Kabuya, Governance and sustainability specialist, World Bank.

Session 6: The young world: the world, my oyster! The future defined by the young professionals: what do they see
in the future

Top L-R: Moderator: Tawanda Namusi, ICAZ Member, Maud Chifamba- APC Graduate, Senior Audit Assistant Deloitte, Chiedza Juru (CAZ), General Manager, STAR
Leadership Academy, Gerald Matavata(CA), Manager, Banking Audit, KPMG UK,
Nhlanganiso Moyo (CA), Captive Insurance Manager, Aon, Bermuda.

Session 4: Digitalisation and Emerging Technologies

Top L-R: David Lyford- Smith, Technical Manager ICAEW. Moderator: Michael
Hove, ICAZ Member SA Chapter, Mary-Jane Mberi, Partner PwC, Johannesburg,
South Africa.
Bottom: Dr. Matthews Mtumbuka, CEO UbuntuNet Alliance, Ian Futter, Managing
Director Target State Solutions
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Special Session: Conversation with Dr. Tsitsi Masiyiwa

Interviewers: Gloria Zvaravanhu, ICAZ CEO, Janice Sambaza, ICAZ Council Member. Interviewee: Dr. Tsitsi Masiyiwa.
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Public Sector Convention 2020 in pictures
Session 1

Session 2

The Need for Professional and Academic Public Sector Accounting Training...contd from page 11
skills necessary for the successful migration and
implementation of IPSAS. On completion of the
course, candidates should have obtained a practical understanding of how IPSAS are used for
financial reporting within a public sector context.
The Institute has so far taken and successfully
completed two intakes where over three-hundred
public sector professionals have been trained,
whilst the third intake is currently in progress.
The Public Sector Professionalisation Project
In Zimbabwe, IFAC and the Public Auditors
and Accountancy Board (PAAB) signed a contract in May 2016 to professionalise the Public
Sector. ICAZ was identified as a pilot PAO to drive
the public sector professionalisation project in
Zimbabwe.
The Institute is in the process of developing
the Public Sector qualification. The qualification
is premised on the current CA qualification key
pillars that is, professional education and the
practical training. The qualification will have
three membership categories i.e. Public Sector
technician, Public Sector associate and Public
Sector professional.
Four pilot training offices the Ministry of Finance, Office of the Auditor General, Zimbabwe
Revenue Authority(ZIMRA) and the Bulawayo
City Council and these are in the various stages
of accreditation.
The professional education pillar will be provided in partnership with the Public Service Com-

mission(PSC) through the government training
centres. For the qualification structures of the
qualification public sector which are the technician, associate and professional levels. Students
undergo training at the government training
centres and are successful will be required to sit
for the Integrated admission examination at the
different levels of the qualification.
Public Sector Accounting in Tertiary Institutions
Most tertiary institutions in Zimbabwe have
within their accounting degrees, a course which
focuses on public sector accounting. Currently,
there is no university in Zimbabwe which offers
a degree in public sector accounting. There are
however a number of institutions which are planning to offer the public sector accounting degree
after approval by the relevant authorities.
Conclusion
Without a doubt, public sector accounting is
in the public interest and educating students and
professionals in its foundations and concepts are
necessary to realize that. There is hardly any public university that is not offering courses in IFRS in
business studies. Now is the time for higher education institutions to:
• acknowledge the importance of public sector
accounting for the environment, economy, and
society;
• make public sector accounting an integral
part of accounting, public administration/management, and public policy programs; and

• develop their own study programs on public

sector accounting (or more widely public finance
management).
Training public servants and students only in
business accounting is not the right approach as it
will not equip them with what is needed in practice to become public sector accountants.
Preparing the public sector for a future of constant change requires the support of higher education institutions, the accountancy profession,
and public administrations. Only the determined
action of these institutions will enable public sector accounting to emerge as a discipline in its own
right.
This article was originally published by the
IFRS Foundation and has been customized for
the Zimbabwean market by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe as a source
of general professional guidance. Although reasonable skill and care is taken when providing
information, the information provided is not intended to replace the need for an expert opinion
on interpretation, application and consequences
of the relevant legal, technical or regulatory provisions.
For more information on this and related matters contact Macdonald Chitauro CA(Z), the Technical Manager at Institute of Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe on email macdonaldc@icaz.
org.zw or technical@icaz.org.zw
Address: 2 Bath Road, Belgravia, Harare, Zimbabwe.
| www.icaz.org.zw
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Chaos of
fragile stability
By Christopher Mugaga
or a grade-one citizen not only in
Zimbabwe but rather from anywhere in the world, 2020 has sent
wrong signals of what a fiscal year should
be. It shall certainly take a month of Sundays to re-educate the very young souls
that all the idle days of this year were not a
normalcy but a crisis. A crisis which already
competes with a fragile economy that has
seen the obtaining dual-currency creating
a veneer of indiscipline within the market.
The countries that are friendly to Beijing will explain to you that the troublesome virus, which has altered our lives,
was first detected in China, but the White
House hawks won’t certainly mince their
words in defining the pandemic as a “Chinese virus”. It is the similar levels of polarity
that is defining Zimbabwe’s socio-political
landscape, and equally a lengthy period
will be required to redefine Zimbabwe’s
structural challenges. And indeed, we are
buffeted in a chaos of fragile stability.
That level of fragility-cum polarity
ranges from the land compensation issue,
exchange rate, political landscape, and inflation numbers, to national debt accountability. With both the treasury and the
monetary authorities racing against time,
the pressing deliverable is to create policy
credibility ahead of genuine economic stability. Following the hermetical sealing of
both the equities market and the mobile
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money platforms, any output out of that
action, which appeared to worsen the economic status, was going to be suicidal to
both Mangudya and Mthuli. To impress
their employer, a modicum of stability was
the only option. Indeed it is that veneer of
stability which is leaving the citizens hoping for the best whilst fearing the worst.
In a nation where the economy has
been shrinking, where the borrowing powers for the past decade had been curtailed
to domestic borrowing through private
placement of treasury bills and bonds,
with clear symptoms of debt distress evidenced by unsustainable digits of present value of debt to the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and export ratio, with significant existence of arrears. Zimbabwe’s
debt build-up between 2014 and 2019 was
driven by arrears, primary deficit, real GDP
growth and real exchange rate depreciation. A significant upwards movement in
external payment arrears was witnessed
from US$109 million in 1999, to about
US$6,4 billion last year, a marginal decline after honouring of IMF obligations
of US$107,8 million and other token payments to other multilaterals.
Those debt levels are a clear signal of
how fragile the Zimbabwean economy is,
so any ‘sermon’ praising macroeconomic
stability in the face of such debt unsustainability levels is misleading. Given the
levels of central bank under-capitalisation,

it is quite worrying that it had been involved in a number
of quasi-fiscal activities. The absence of an overdraft facility
by government to central bank is commendable, but a premature cause for celebration, with the civil service wage bill
compressed given the obtaining inflation levels and the rate
at which the currency value has plummeted in the past six
months. Any attempt to restore wages to current market realities will overturn the budget surplus and put the central
bank under a new strain.
Once the currency regime issue is fully dealt with, it will
be a significant step towards addressing export competitiveness as well as investor certainty. The raging debate on foreign exchange retention ratios does not help matters; with
miners recently calling for retention of 100 percent of their
export proceeds in forex. This will impact negatively on export performance, which in turn will impact on debt sustainability. The present values of external debt to GDP and to
export ratios are above the thresholds of 30 percent and 140
percent respectively. The existence of weak export competitiveness and usurious accumulation of international reserves
have further compromised Zimbabwe’s capacity to service
external debt obligations.
With the foreign exchange auction being funded by export surrender, forex taxes collected by the treasury and the
20 percent domestic nostro as well; the urge for government
to retain the policy thrust of not fully liberalising the surrender policy remains strong. We hope the auction shall remain
neutral to growth in money supply, but the biggest elephant
in the room is the funding of the auction, as well as the dominant participation of the central bank when we know the
bank is an interested party to exchange rate developments.
The current architecture of the auction should only be short
term with the interbank market given room to thrive post
February of 2021. The notion that RBZ does not intervene
unless there is an imbalance in the market where forex sold
outstrips what importers demands needs interrogation,
especially now with the much vaunted budget surplus expected to act as a stabiliser and government supposedly not
running the printing press as had been the case for years .
What epitomises fragile stability is the existence of a priority-list. It is certainly misleading to claim that the auction
is premised on free market principles when a document is
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dangled called prioritised forex chain. In a nation where the import content of products from
industry averages 75 percent, it is folly to determine market exchange rate after eliminating
the so called less priority imports. This creates
a sustainable haven for black market to secure
its forex demands, in addition with an informal
economy almost 65 percent of the total economy size, the Tuesday auctions can only act as an
indirect indicator not barometer to determine
the exchange rate.
A lot will have to be summoned to achieve
real exchange rate stability and its determination
cannot be concluded in less than a year. Both
year-on-year reserve money and broad money supply are still perched too high although a
month-on-month analysis can portray a better
picture. Averaging north of ZWL$100 billion,
broad money is still staggering with close to 60
percent of the figure originating from revaluation.
The year-on-year consumer price index is
about 659 percent and blended averaging 376
percent, which is too high inflation numbers to
build a savings to GDP ratio that can sustain currency existence. We cannot expect to close the
year with inflation numbers below 600 percent,
but steady progress has surely been made on the
inflation rate if a comparison is to be made with
the first half of 2020. The commitment to arrest
reserve money growth into 2021 is the only reliable means to achieving sustained decline in
inflation. The month-on-month inflation for

this last quarter is expected to average 10 percent, the dispute with blended inflation is its inability to give a fair view of the Consumer Price
Index and it is our hope that the government
will discard blending inflation figures given the
complexities it presents not only to policy implementers but also to other professionals like
accountants.
Then comes the fragile political environment
that has seen an almost complete annihilation
of opposition politics in the country. Since independence, we had witnessed a fragmentation
of opposition politics, but what worries most at
this hour is the lack of electoral credibility by the
recalling party, which failed to garner enough
votes even to warrant attention for a constituency like Uzumba. There is empirical evidence
that politics plays a key role in economic development for a nation like Zimbabwe, the period of inclusive government saw GDP growth,
which were last witnessed in the 1980s, being
registered, and then drawing parallels with the
2008 disputed election which saw lives being lost
can explain why political uncertainty remains
a source of fragile stability. The Zimbabwean
economy is certainly in a crisis and all facts point
to that with credible politicking the required ingredient to move the nation forward.
The Global Compensation Agreement came
with its emotive dimension, that constitutional
provision empowering the former commercial
farmers to be compensated can surely be interpreted as a piece of bad law. With a nation where

more than 60 percent of its citizens are vulnerable to food insecurity, a commitment to honour
about 4 500 former commercial white farmers,
which translates to above US$800 000 per farmer is tantamount to daylight robbery not only
to Zimbabwe government, but also to its ordinary citizenry. The anatomy of land ownership
in Zimbabwe cannot be looked at in isolation
of the 1890s when Cecil John Rhodes arrived. To
design a compensation framework with a time
line of 1997 to 2020 is betrayal of the highest order. Where the monies will be sourced remains
a mystery, the failure to commit to such an obligation can only heighten the credit risk profile
of our nation.
The outlook for the Zimbabwean economy
remains grave and fragile. There is need for commitment to addressing a plethora of structural
shortcomings, which includes debt servicing,
political attrition, the currency conundrum, and
arresting corruption as well as increasing production in the real sector of the economy. However,
for production to be expanded, it is the policy
environment that requires attention. I see a marginal GDP growth of about 1,2 percent in 2021
from a dip of about 12 percent this fiscal year,
the recovery will be guided by improved rains,
bullish commodity prices as well as sustained
reforms on both the monetary and fiscal front.
Mugaga is the chief executive of the Zimbabwe
National Chamber of Commerce. He writes in his
own capacity.
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due to lockdowns1.
These
challenges
impacted governments,
businesses, and employees. In our
new hybridized
workplaces, preserving the tenets
of trust and integrity, while also
embracing opAND ACCELERATED
portunities that
virtual environUS FORWARD
ments introduce,
is key. For example, when firms
are not bound to
a physical office,
hiring more diverse talent from
different geographies is possible.
Educators and
students were also disrupted and had to manage
through a wide range of trials. On one hand, universities and professors moved faster than ever
before to online instruction and, in some jurisdictions, had to overcome legal limitations in
administering examinations online. On the other hand, students had to not only navigate internet bandwidth challenges, but also the mental
health toll, personal economic hardships, and
more that the pandemic inflicted.
One silver lining of remote learning is that
classes not bound to a physical classroom are
able to capitalize on the connective power of
technology. Said one university leader, “We
should think about the possibilities that digital
education can bring us in the accountancy profession. We can have faculty from all over the
world, practitioners can join classes as guests,
simulators and technological tools can provide
more interaction with students. Face to face is
very valuable, but we can have the best of the
two possibilities.”
In academia, as in the workforce, it has become clear that much of the accountancy profession’s infrastructure needed to transform, not
just for the immediate future but also for the
long-term.
While the core skills of the professional accountant have not drastically changed due to
COVID-19, the profession is changing. This crisis
cast a spotlight on anticipation and agility, making it clear that our profession must take the opportunity now to rethink our curriculums, our
business models and how professional accountants maintain their competency and relevancy
so that we are ready for anything.
In early 2020, digital transformation was in
process or identified as a strategic growth driver across businesses, accounting firms, governments, and beyond. Through the crisis, however,
technology and data have been imperative, not
only to stay operational but also to inform new
and evolving strategies and ways of working. In

COVID-19

JOLTED
THE SYSTEM

one survey, more than a third of financial services industry firms in the U.S. said technology
upgrades were the top priority emerging from
“ THE WORLD HAS CHANGED
COVID-19. Meanwhile, more than
half cited digOVERNIGHT. EVERYONE GOT
2
itizing client interactions as theTOfirst
imperative.
SEE HOW
READY THEY
Across all industries, more than
60 percent of
WERE.”
global CEOs said they need a more
digital
busi– PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANCY
ORGANIZATION CEO
ness model for the future andthat
working outside of an office is here to stay.3
The way businesses operate everywhere is
altered forever, and that reality has shifted how
professional accountants engage with stakeholders. Professional accountants are the custodians
of information that drive long-term strategy and,
as businesses transform to stay relevant, professional accountants must be at the center of the
transformation.
With change comes uncertainty—both for
professional accountants and our stakeholders,
especially the public. In this moment, the profession must align around clear goals so we can collectively meet the changing demand around us.
This is critical as
we aim to leverage technology
in new ways, and
as we continue to
champion trust
and transparency in businesses
and governments
EVOLVING TECH,
worldwide.
As
REGULATIONS
a profession, we
& STANDARDS
cannot passively
accept change;
WILL CHANGE
we must seize
THE PROFESSION
the opportunities
AS WE KNOW IT
change creates
while also anticipating and mitigating risks. We
have the guiding
principles to do
this, and international standards
with regards to financial reporting,
audit & assurance, ethics, public sector, and, hopefully soon,
sustainability.
Even regulators are being challenged to adapt
to how accountancy work has changed, especially in light of 2020. In our roundtable sessions, we
discussed how accounting firms should consider
advocating for a way forward by working with
regulators on the latest approach to financial
reporting and auditing in a digital-first world.
This will also serve us well as we align ourselves
with a shared vision of the role sustainability reporting, focused on environmental, social, and
governance (ESG)-related matters, will play in
the future of the accountancy profession and
our stakeholders. Accountancy is directly tied
to prosperity, and a more holistic view on how
people and planet fit into our profession is imperative.
According to many of our stakeholders, sustainability is now an indisputable necessity. A
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long-term strategy rooted in sustainability helps
guarantee any organization’s place in the future.
Indeed, two-thirds of global respondents in a
recent study on how the pandemic heightened
awareness of environmental challenges agreed
that economic recovery plans should prioritize
environmental concerns.4 To that end, we must
evolve our mindsets and reporting, and perhaps
most importantly, our curriculums for future
talent.
In particular, the students we spoke with
were passionate about a much larger focus on
ESG in the accountancy profession. As a student
from Hong Kong said, “We are not prepared to
handle ESG because there are no strict standards to hold us accountable.” For the future of
the profession, it is important that transparency
and accountability with regard to ESG and longterm sustainability be ingrained in high-quality
reporting and assurance practices globally. IFAC
is committed to advocating for new sustainability standards that would offer a reliable and assurable framework relevant to enterprise value
creation, sustainable development, and evolving
expectations. This is an opportunity for accountancy to evolve and to offer the next generation
THE
of professional accountants, “NOBODY
manyTRULY
of HAS
whom
ANSWERS
[IN COVID-19]. BUT
identify as global citizens and
environmental
TECHNOLOGY AND THE
advocates, a strong foundationBOTH
to make
a differCURRENT CIRCUMSTANCES
ence.
HAVE BEEN AN ENABLER FOR
THOSE
WILLING
TO GRASP
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
AND
SHARP
THE OPPORTUNITIES.”
COMMUNICATIONS
– ACCOUNTING FIRM LEADER
From every region, discipline, and position,
one skill was referred to more often than any
other in every roundtable we convened in the
past three months: change management.
We were in a rapid state of evolution prior
to COVID-19. At the start of 2020, nine in 10
business managers said skills gaps existed in their
organizations or soon would.5 That reality has
only become more evident. Accountancy is not
a profession operating in a static world, and the
skills learned have to reflect an equal measure
of agility. There is a clear need for well-rounded
skillsets that combine technical skills and professional skills that
are rooted in relationship-building
and communication. As one CFO
said, We need
accountants who
can work as colCHANGE MANAGEMENT AND
SHARP
laborators
and
MORE THAN NUMBERS:
COMMUNICATIONS
partners
with
THE IMPORTANT
executive teams,
who can leverage
technology and
data and identify risks, and who
can effectively
communicate
the risks within
the greater business function.
Doing
so
means placing
more emphasis
3
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on stronger,
trust-based
relationships
with
key
partners.
This requires
a focus on
interdisciPOSITIONING
plinary skills
THE PROFESSION
when
engaging with
colleagues
as well as in
our strategic
ACCOUNTANT
discussions
with clients.
OF THE FUTURE
Stronger
communication skills
will
help
professional
accountants
in managing risks and garnering buy-in for
solutions.
SCENARIO PLANNING & STORYTELLING
Already, professional accountants are
dynamic thinkers with an aptitude for proactive planning. We are trusted partners
in times of change and uncertainty, and
we must be prepared for that demand to
continue. We have to maintain the momentum 2020 created and the renewed trust
imparted on our profession. Many roundtable discussions spent significant time on
the importance of accountants continuing
to build professional skills and focusing on

TO LEAD:
DEFINING THE

Professional accountants are—and will continue

In the roundtables IFAC conducted these past

to be—strategic partners in any setting, be it in

months, CEOs, auditors, academics, students and

the private or public sector. The pandemic tested

more from around the world shared a clear vision:

our capacity as business drivers, and we rose to

We, as a profession, must accelerate new ways of

the occasion.

working, embrace technology, align our work to
new and evolving societal demands, and, above

This is a pivotal moment for the accountancy

all, ensure we’re investing in the right balance of

profession—one where we will change old

skills that will fortify the profession for whatever

paradigms and embrace new skills for the digital

the future holds.

and rapidly evolving world in which we live. How

we act in this moment will define the future of the

profession, and the opportunity for positive change
is immense.

Right now, societies and economies around the
world are trying to find a way to move forward

from a crisis-laden year. Professional accountants are
the highly strategic, collaborative, problem solvers

who will help businesses and governments—large
and small—move forward.
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new techniques for analyzing and interpret- ness drivers, and we rose to the occasion.
ing data in differing circumstances, and apThis is a pivotal moment for the accountancy profestitudes for strategizing on increasing prior- sion one where we will change old paradigms and embrace
“ WE ALWAYS TALK ABOUT
ities such as ESG. Our stakeholdersNUMBERS,
agreed
BUT WE new
HAVE TOskills for the digital and rapidly evolving world in
that our profession must become
better
LEARN
HOW TO TALK
ABOUT we live. How we act in this moment will define the
which
storytellers, able to effectively showPEOPLE.”
how all future of the profession, and the opportunity for positive
the pieces fit together and how the– BUSINESS
finance
LEADER
change is immense.
function bolsters resiliency and growth. The
Right now, societies and economies around the world
basics of this can be taught in classrooms,
are
trying to find a way to move forward from a crisis-laden
but this skill will largely be shaped on the
year. Professional accountants are the highly strategic, coljob.
laborative, problem solvers who will help businesses and
UPSKILLING
governments large and small move forward.
How we compete in the learning and
In the roundtables IFAC conducted these past months,
development space with dynamic curric- CEOs, auditors, academics, students and more from
ulums, more agile credentialing and con- around the world shared a clear vision: We, as a profession,
tinuous learning models that are suited must accelerate new ways of working, embrace technoloto a hybrid world will be a differentiator gy, align our work to new and evolving societal demands,
moving forward. Professions that invest [in and, above all, ensure were investing in the right balance of
education] now are going to come out of skills that will fortify the profession for whatever the future
this with a competitive advantage, said one holds.
academic leader. We have to show aspiring
IFAC does not accept responsibility for loss caused
accountants and those who might be upto
any
person who acts or refrains from acting in reliskilling during their career that the profession is anticipating, adapting with agility, ance on the material in this publication, whether such
loss is caused by negligence or otherwise.
and remaining a step ahead.
The IFAC logo, ‘International Federation of AccounAffirming the need for agile, future-proof skills, one PAO CEO said, I’ve tants’, and ‘IFAC’ are registered trademarks and service
worked through three pretty major cri- marks of IFAC in the US and other countries.
Copyright © 2020 by the International Federation of
ses in my career, and the common theme
through all of them is that you must use it Accountants (IFAC). All rights reserved. Written permission
as an opportunity for change. A crisis gives from IFAC is required to reproduce, store, or transmit, or to
make other similar uses of, this document, save for where the
you license to adapt.
Professional accountants are and will document is being used for individual, noncommercial use
continue to be strategic partners in any only. Contact permissions@ifac.org. ISBN: 978-1-60815-450-0
ACCOUNTANCY SKILLS EVOLUTION: IMPACT OF COVID-19 & THE PATH FORWARD

setting, be it in the private or public sector.
The pandemic tested our capacity as busi-
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Today’s small
business crisis
in Zimbabwe
demands
partnership
& accelerated
digitalisation
By Alan Johnson, IFAC President

T

he fate of small businesses in the
COVID-19 crisis will make or
break the economy of Zimbabwe. The crisis they face deserves the
attention of everyone concerned with
the lives and livelihoods of the people
of Zimbabwe. Progress will depend on
how well the public and policymakers
understand the stakes—and especially
on how well Zimbabwe can use the
wave of digitalisation to its advantage.
And at nearly every turn, the accountancy profession emerges as an essential partner of the SME community.
About 70 percent of businesses
in Zimbabwe are small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). They account for roughly 20 percent of GDP
and employ about six million people—
three-quarters of all workers in Zimbabwe. But the threat to these businesses
is immediate and dire as the pandemic
exacerbates an already tough operating environment. SMEs generally
operate with relatively low cash reserves. Help is hard to come by: SMEs
have limited access to financing. Only
about 3.8 percent of Zimbabwe’s bank
loans go to SMEs. Most cannot survive
a few months of lost income the way
some larger businesses can. Many have
already disappeared, and an alarming
number of jobs have vanished along
with them. The longer the pandemic
lasts we are likely to see more business
closures.
Aside from the direct impact on
jobs and livelihoods, the loss of small
businesses is felt in other parts of the
economy. The world’s largest businesses rely heavily on small businesses
across their supply chains. When any
piece of these sophisticated globalized
supply chains break, the entire system—from the SME, to the multinawww.icaz.org.zw |

tional company, to the global consumer—is in jeopardy.
Part of the answer to this structural challenge to the SME sector is in
the institutions that handle domestic
and foreign investment—and the accountancy profession’s role in them.
As the UN Deputy Secretary General’s
SME Competitiveness Outlook 2019
notes, big investments—especially
from abroad—generally flow to many
SMEs at once. But large amounts of
money can reach SMEs only if the
institutions that connect firms to investors work well. The expertise of
the accountancy profession in financial reporting and assurance services,
among many other offerings, is exactly
what these organizations need to scale
up their operations, and to work with
SMEs to get them investor-ready. The
2020 edition of the report notes that
COVID-19 has driven many governments—well aware of the economic
importance of small business—to be
creative in supporting the SME sector.
Some jurisdictions are extending more
generous financing terms to SMEs;
some are indirectly supporting these
businesses with direct cash transfers to
their employees. Strong financial management will be necessary to carry out
these programmes with transparency,
accountability, and efficiency.
A pivotal enabler of this is digitalisation as COVID-19 has shifted our
“business as usual” reality and propelled the use of technology to enable
growth.
To illustrate the swift impact of new
technology, just 20 years ago internet
users in Zimbabwe numbered in the
thousands. Now there are millions of
them. This information revolution has
brought its own considerable changes

to daily life: in the ways people communicate, make connections,
and manage their basic needs. It has also opened countless ways to
do business differently and more efficiently.
For example, fixed lines can be hard to come by. The infrastructure necessary to make these kinds of connections is expensive, and
installing it takes time. Digitalisation has offered cost-efficient and
practical solutions, such as cloud-based data storage. These services
can be a crutch for businesses during social distancing, boost mobility, and give smaller firms access to resources formerly available only
to larger competitors, such as big data services.
The possibilities of digitalisation might exceed the capabilities
of many SMEs. Using technologies to market, buy, and sell online
is not a simple task. This is also a space for SMEs to look to the accountancy profession: with its increasing focus on multidisciplinary
approaches to advisory services, the profession is leading the way in
tailoring digitalisation to firms of all sizes.
Some obstacles to digitalisation in Zimbabwe are structural, and
beyond the control of SMEs. The extent and reliability of electrical
grids and internet connections, for example, is a national concern.
The government’s National Information Communication Technology (ICT) programme rightly focuses on the expansion of geographic
access to ICT, among other fundamental improvements to the infrastructure and education programmes necessary to support SMEs
amid digitalisation. This is important work: it would be unfair to ask
SMEs to embrace aspects of digitalisation that they simply cannot
reach.
Professional accountancy organizations around the world—including several in sub-Saharan Africa—have been training their
members in the technological skills that governments and businesses need to manage their digital transitions. All stakeholders in Zimbabwe’s technological progress would benefit from the accountancy profession as a valuable partner in designing and implementing
programmes.
Although many of the trends in the business environment for
SMEs are clear and often alarming, the immense uncertainty of this
public health crisis makes it difficult to predict the long-term impact
on businesses and citzens. SMEs will continue to respond as known
problems evolve and new ones arise. The hard work and ingenuity
of the people of Zimbabwe will be the most important resource in
rising to this occasion. Digital tools will help, and they are the future for many industries. The accountancy profession will be here
as a partner along the way. Keeping this in mind will guide a more
successful and sustained long-term recovery and could boost Zimbabwe businesses for years to come.
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Our Mission
To develop innovative and research-based service delivery methodologies
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ways for
Chartered
Accountants
to lead better

…key insights from a recent Finance & Business 2030 webinar

L

EADERSHIP always matters, but in challenging times it’s more necessary than ever. But
the nature of leadership is changing. As the
latest ‘Building Resilience’ webinar explored, leadership today is underpinned by a sense of purpose
and a clear vision, is guided by a moral compass and
doesn’t aim to have all the answers.
The ‘Building Resilience’ series is aimed at young
finance, accountancy and business professionals,
students and One Young World Ambassadors. For
this edition, more than 3 500 people joined the webinar from over 140 countries on October 27, 2020.
Co-presenters Cara Haffey and Indy Hothi invited
contributions from a diverse range of guest speakers on the theme of ‘Leadership, Purpose and Ethics’.
Here are six key insights from the event.
1. Accountants can lead the way
Kate Robertson, the Co-Founder of One Young
World, set the scene by talking about the need for
leadership right now – and why it matters to finance
professionals.
“With the pandemic, everything is up in the air.
We’re dealing with uncertainty, so how do you get
through this thing that is like being in a tumble dryer? It’s about holding on to values; it is keeping focus
on purpose. And if that’s always hard to do, they’ve
never been more important and never been as urgent as they are at the moment as we try to stem
both a global pandemic and the impact of climate
change – and prepare to deal with the lasting effects
of both.”
Kate said the only way to address those twin
challenges is by having accountability. “Accountability and ethics are actually your bag. You are not
called accountants for nothing… you are among the
elite who have the knowledge of what needs to be
done and how to do it,” she said.
2. Leadership starts with a clear purpose
The economic crisis engulfing the world since
the outbreak of the Coronavirus pandemic is forcing
organisations to re-examine their values and broader purpose. Leaders also need to understand what
their purpose is and use it to guide their actions.
Diana Muendo CA, co-founder of M.Y.O, a creative studio, drew on her experience as an entrepreneur and also from watching other leaders. She said
it is vital to lead with empathy, integrity and a purpose. “Businesses have mission statements. So why
don’t we have our own personal mission statement?
That’s my challenge to everyone today,” she said.
Monica Moisin, a lawyer and founder of the Cultural Intellectual Property Rights Initiative, added
www.icaz.org.zw |

that leadership isn’t just about accomplishments
but about setting a path for others to follow. “Leadership is not only about getting things done, but it’s
also about creating a vision for where we want to
get. The vision is extremely important, being able to
dream a bit more than we can reach… that’s always
important. But there has to be balance: it cannot
just be vision and dreaming; there has to be accountability.”
3. Leaders are accountable
Selva Montealegre, Diversity and Inclusion at AB
InBev, took forward Monica’s theme of accountability. She advised the audience to form a network of
people who share similar values. In her case, she is
part of a peer group that removes anyone who isn’t
living up to the collective standards and values.
“That will help you to make yourself and the people
around you accountable,” she said.
It’s also a transparent way of operating, Selva
added. “There is no place for corruption; there is no
place for unethical practices. It depends on us. We
are building the future and I invite you to connect
to transparency and ethics built on strong pillars
around you. Surround yourself with a network that
shares the same values and dreams you have,” she
said.
4. Integrity and values matter
The purpose that a leader shows must be backed
by a strong sense of integrity. Monica Moisin urged
those attending the webinar to: “Find one mission of
social impact that you invest in. We are here today
all together to find a way to move forward: a system
where the wellbeing of people is at the forefront;
where profit is not the only measure of success.”
This is not just activism, Monica said. She related this subject back to business, pointing out that
today’s informed consumers are more likely to hold
brands to account when they don’t behave ethically.
“Today more than ever, transparency and integrity
in business are of paramount importance. Business
models that do not value every actor across the supply chain are doomed to fail, and this includes artisans, craftspeople, custodians of traditional knowledge,” she said.
5. Show awareness of mental health challenges
Jonny Jacobs CA, Financial Director EMEA at
Starbucks, is a passionate advocate for positive mental health. He spoke openly about his own struggles
with mental health in his teens and talked about the
importance of acknowledging challenges people
may be experiencing in their lives. Mental health is

not necessarily a subject that finance people often talk about, but after being asked
to speak about it at a Chartered Accountancy event, Jonny was approached by
people who found his talk inspiring. “Each
time we share a story, we send a lifeboat of
hope to somebody else,” he said.
Helping and supporting others is not
just a moral and social responsibility in
leadership but also has a business case,
Jonny argued. “Actually, a healthy economy is about our environment, our communities, our employees – and the health
of our employees.” He cited figures which
showed the global cost of mental ill health
is one trillion dollars. In the UK alone,
mental health-related issues carry a £40
billion cost to business and a further £80
billion in social cost. “If we don’t get the
health of our workforce right, then how
can we have really healthy economies?”
6. Smart leaders adapt
Continuing the themes of vulnerability and empathy that earlier speakers introduced, Diana Muendo said that good
leaders are flexible and can change their
approach depending on the situation.
When things are running smoothly in a
startup, she said she loves empowering
her team to ‘march on’. When Covid-19
hit, she had to adopt a ‘follow me’ style
of leadership in a time of crisis. “In a small
business, that vision becomes so important and as the founder, you are responsible for keeping that vision and keeping
that fire alive.”
Selva agreed, pointing out that when
she joined AB InBev to develop diversity
and inclusion programmes across Latin
America, the company didn’t have women in leadership roles. “I had to start with
the ‘follow me’ approach because I had
the expertise to tell them why this was
important why it matters. But you cannot stick to just a ‘follow me’ because you
need them to be in the spotlight as well.
There are other people that can have different ideas and that can lift the team. It’s
a mixture of both and it depends on the
moment.”
Closing the webinar, Bruce Cartwright
CA, Chief Executive of ICAS and Chartered
Accountants Worldwide Board Member,
summed up proceedings by saying leadership brings structure. The pillars of this
structure are purpose and integrity. He
likened it to navigating with a compass.
“The moral compass comes with the sense
of purpose and a clear vision, but one that
people can buy into because it’s not about
‘me’, it’s about ‘us’, and going on a shared
journey.”
Compiled by Chartered Accountants Worldwide
Finance & Business 2030 is a joint initiative between One Young World and Chartered Accountants Worldwide, launched
in London in 2019.
Its aim is to establish an active and engaged finance and business community
globally that is dedicated to achieving the
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) by 2030.
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WHO WE ARE

TSL Limited is an integral and intelligent handler of all movement
and commodities exchange in the agricultural value chain.

WHAT WE DO

Of the approximately 24 touch points in the agricultural value chain – from seed
to shelf, we provide comprehensive solutions for at least 20 of them.
We provide agricultural inputs (chemicals, fertilisers and packaging), a market
exchange platform and end-to-end logistics solutions to producers and
processors of agricultural commodities on our intelligent and integrated business,
technology and industrial infrastructure platforms.

OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

When it comes to risk, cost and supply chain management, we are the only
integrated inputs, commodity exchange and logistics solutions provider that can
say to the Zimbabwean agricultural industry:

“Focus on your core business and leave everything else to us.”
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YOU WORK HARD FOR YOUR MONEY;
BUT IS IT WORKING FOR YOU?
ZimRe Holdings Limited (ZHL) is an active growth-oriented investment company that provides strategic leadership
and guidance to subsidiaries and associate investments to ensure present and long-term financial security to its
shareholders. ZHL’s investment philosophy transcends boundaries and environmental limitations with a focus to
transform communities, culture innovative solutions to business challenges in order to create successful African
economies.

PROPERTY
ZHL is invested in property development and management through ZimRe Property Investments Limited (ZPI). ZPI has been
responsible not only for providing affordable housing to many Zimbabweans, but also modernising the Zimbabwe property
landscape. Accordingly in 2018, ZPI undertook to build the first mall in Victoria Falls, and most recently undertook the construction
of a state of the art student accommodation centre in Bulawayo, Nicoz House.
Going forward, ZHL through ZPI will be undertaking projects to revive the country’s infrastructure while fostering property
ownership as an investment tool.

INSURANCE
ZHL has a vast web of equity interests in various branches of insurance from reinsurance to short term and life assurance; creating
a fully integrated insurance services operation.
Reinsurance:
ZHL is the primary shareholder of Emeritus Reinsurance (Emeritus Re), a brand operating across five countries, namely Botswana,
Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Often being the first reinsurance operation in these countries, Emeritus Re continues
to be a thought leader in these markets through its innovative product offering and claims settlement prowess.
Short term Insurance:
In terms of direct insurance, ZHL’s anchor investment is Credit Insurance Zimbabwe Limited (Credsure). When ZHL secured control
of the company in 2017, it introduced the Underwriting Management Agency (UMA) business model in line with its investment
philosophy. The business model demystifies and simplifies insurance accessibility while also creating a platform for
entrepreneurship.
ZHL also maintains significant shareholding in Cell Insurance Company (Private) Limited and Fidelity Life Assurance Company
Zimbabwe Limited. Regional exposure on the short–term portfolio exists through United General Insurance Company (Malawi) and
Lidwala Insurance Company (Swaziland).

PRIVATE EQUITY FUND

ZHL 0001b

Without meaningful economic participation, investments will not stretch the dollar. ZHL’s thrust is to contribute to Africa’s economy
by being among the top three investors in any new growth sectors starting in its country of origin, Zimbabwe. The group has
anchored its private equity fund with some of its existing investments in agro–processing and logistics.

